Presenters

- Ali Holbert, Jonathan Kasting, & Amanda Pipik—Ireland
- Jonathan Hilton—High Court of Botswana
- Patrick Higgins—Colombia
- Andrew Hakala–Finch & Terry Cannon—Nepal
- John Holschuh—Thailand
- Kelsi Steele—The Netherlands
MAIN RESEARCH TOPICS:

Jay Kasting
- Indigenous Intellectual Property

Amanda Pipik
- Sexual Assault in the US Military

Ali Holbert
- Class Action Holding UN Responsible for Haitian Cholera Outbreak
Week long seminar including intensive lectures given by leading specialists on The International Criminal Court, genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, universal jurisdiction and immunities.

Attended by legal professionals, postgraduate students and NGOs

2014 Speakers Included:
- Dr. Ray Murphy, Professor at NUIG, International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights Scholar
- Dr. Fabricio Guariglia, Prosecutions Coordinator at the ICC
- Dr. Mohamed M. El Zeidy, Legal Officer at the ICC
- Dr. Rod Rastan, Legal Advisor at the Office of the Prosecutor at the ICC
- Mr. John McManus, Counsel at the Crimes Against Humanity and War Crimes Section of Canada’s Department of Justice
LIFE IN GALWAY
IRELAND ACTIVITIES
Opportunity to work at one of the world’s premier university-based institutions for the study and promotion of human rights and humanitarian law.

Build connections with top scholars in law, human rights, and humanitarian law.

Free ICC Summer School!

Easy to travel throughout Ireland.

Laid back work environment.

Oppportunity to work at one of the world’s premier university-based institutions for the study and promotion of human rights and humanitarian law.

Build connections with top scholars in law, human rights, and humanitarian law.

Free ICC Summer School!

Easy to travel throughout Ireland.

Laid back work environment.
THE HIGH COURT OF BOTSWANA

- Legal Research—all fields of law
- Trials
- Appeals
- Foreign & Tribal Law

Jonathan Hilton
CALEB BENADUM:
UNITY DOW & ASSOC.
THE HIGH COURT OF BOTSWANA

You might be interested if you:

■ Want to develop **marketable legal research skills**
■ Are interested in both **trials and appeals**
■ Do not mind using **physical books**
■ Have a sense of adventure
Bogotá, Colombia

Legal Intern | Investigator
- Climate Change and Human Rights
- Internally Displaced Populations
- Internal Conflict
Plaza de Bolívar | La Candelaria | La Calera
Rush hour in Bogotá | Monserrate
Conclusion

• Dejusticia:
  • Spanish & English speakers
  • Interest in think tank setting
    • Independent research integrated into group projects
    • Regular meetings with investigators, attorneys, other organizations
  • Global South-oriented
    • Ford Foundation initiative
    • Local, national, regional, and global projects
Nepal
CWIN, Kathmandu

Main issues to work on:
- Trafficking of children
- Child Pornography
- Comparing Nepali laws to International Human Rights Law
Besties on the Trail
A Journey Worth Taking
Chiang Mai, Thailand

- **Drafted a submission** to UN human rights officials
- **Wrote a report** on domestic laws, international environmental law, and human rights law relevant to **hydropower development** in Southeast Asia
- **Assisted in translation** and analysis of domestic court case

John Holschuh
This job is good for someone who is interested in:

- The intersection of human rights and environmental protection
- **Researching** international law as well as foreign countries’ laws; writing legal reports; and writing submissions to human rights bodies
- A fun, diverse team from around the world working in a “bottom-up” NGO that coordinates training, campaigning, and litigation
- **Enjoys bike riding** and doesn’t mind living in a country ruled by a military junta
RA to Professor Mr. Bas de Gaay Fortman
- Researched Article 1 of the UDHR
- Critiqued articles for publications
- Prepared two works accepted for publication
- Participated in the “Receptor Approach” Working Group